This combined Hardware and Software option marries the ‘number crunching’ and mass data storage capabilities of your computer with the high resolution, raster scan color graphics of the D-8800. All standard D-8800 features are included and can be used in either the manual or remote control mode.

Features:

- RS-232 Serial (300-4800 BAUD) or 8-bit Parallel Interface.
- Full control of message composition, recording, playback and Dynamics.
- Single-code text editing features (to Center and Right/Left Justify by row or page) and ten selectable tabs are available so that maximum advantage of the Proportional Spacing can be taken with minimal programming effort.
- Full operational interface to TELESOURCE time share services, for news, sports and election coverage.

Typical Applications:

Host computers can be programmed to automate message composition or to synchronize playback with other events in a production. Examples are:

- ELECTION RESULTS can be covered in a variety of ways...Display up-to-the-minute results for a single race by updating it right on the air...Dump many races to pre-determined disc page addresses for later instant (and random) recall...Display a sequence of race results under complete control of the host computer...etc.

- ‘SLIDE’ PRESENTATIONS can take on a new dimension when your data is presented graphically using the D-8800 ‘LINE SEGMENT’ font and the ROLL, CRAWL and Animation features are used to add punch.

- CURRENT STATUS of such things as class schedules, work in progress, inventory, etc. can be displayed in easy-to-read high resolution displays.